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ALPHA DECAY STUDIES OF TRANSLEAD NUCLEIAT THE PROTON DRIP LINE� ��J. Uusitaloa, H. Kettunena, A.N. Andreyevb, K. EskolaP.T. Greenleesa, K. Helariuttaa, M. Huyseb, P. JonesaR. Julina, S. Juutinena, H. Kankaanpääa, P. KuusiniemiaM. Leinoa, M. Muikkua, P. Nieminena, P. RahkilaaK. Van de Velb and P. Van DuppenbaDepartment of Physis, University of JyväskyläFIN-40351, Jyväskylä, FinlandbInstitut voor Kern- en Stralingsfysia, K. U. LeuvenLeuven, BelgiumDept. of Physis, University of HelsinkiFIN-00014 Helsinki, Finland(Reeived November 28, 2000)Extensive �-deay studies of the very neutron de�ient isotopes 191Po,195Rn, and 196Rn have been performed at the RITU gas-�lled reoil sep-arator. The reoil-��(�) orrelation tehnique and the �� oinidenetehnique have been utilized to unambiguously onnet the observed �-deays to proper nulei. Illustrative examples on how the �-deay anyield spetrosopi information on the nulei studied will be presented.PACS numbers: 23.60.+e, 27.80.+w, 29.30.�h1. IntrodutionIn this work evaporation residues from the heavy ion indued fusionreations have been separated from the beam using the JYFL gas-�lled reoilseparator RITU. In addition to nulear mass information, �-deay in the Pbregion an provide important spetrosopi information on intruder states,shape oexistene and onset of deformation espeially when �ne struture isobserved.� Presented at the XXXV Zakopane Shool of Physis �Trends in Nulear Physis�,Zakopane, Poland, September 5�13, 2000.�� This work has been supported by the Aademy of Finland under the Finnish Centreof Exellene Programme 2000-2005 (Projet No. 44875, Nulear and CondensedMatter Programme at JYFL). (1015)



1016 J. Uusitalo et al.2. Alpha deay study of 191PoIn the work performed at JYFL [1�3℄ the neutron de�ient 191Po isotopewas studied utilizing �- oinidene tehnique. The �rst experiment tostudy the �ne struture in the �-deay of 191Po was arried out using the fu-sion evaporation reation 160Dy(36Ar,5n)191Po [1,2℄. Later on a omplemen-tary experiment was performed using the reation 142Nd(52Cr,3n)191Po [3℄.In these experiments two �-deaying isomeri states were observed withE� = 7334(5) keV and T1=2 = 22(1) ms (I� = 77(3) %) assigned to 191gPoand the other E� = 7376(5) keV and T1=2 = 93(3) ms (I� = 50(3) %)assigned to 191mPo. In addition, �-deay lines with E� = 6888(5) keV(I� = 46(4) %) and E� = 6966(10) keV (I� = 8(3) %), feeding the -deaying exited �i13=2
[�(2p � 2h)℄0+ and �p3=2
[�(2p � 2h)℄0+ states in187gPb and 187mPb, respetively, were observed. In fat it turned out thatthe 6888 keV �-deay is unhindered (HF = 0.63) and the 7376 keV �-deayis strongly hindered (HF = 26). The detailed �-deay sheme for 191Po isshown in Fig. 1. An extensive disussion of the 191Po part of the sheme ispresented in the referenes [1�3℄.

Fig. 1. Level sheme for 191Po and 195Rn and observed hindrane fators HF.3. Alpha deay study of 196Rn and 195RnFusion evaporation reations of the type 142Nd(56Fe; xn)198�xRn wereused to synthesize neutron de�ient Rn isotopes [4℄. Altogether 19 ER��-deay hains assigned to the 196Rn isotope were observed. For nine of thehains a full energy daughter deay was also found. The measured deayproperties for the daughter ativity E� = 7167(11) keV and T1=2 = (29+15�8 )ms point to 192Po for whih E� = 7167(7) keV and T1=2 = 33:2(14) ms[5℄ have been reported. The deay properties of E� = 7461(9) keV and



Alpha Deay Studies of Translead Nulei at the Proton Drip Line 1017T1=2 = (4:4+1:3�0:9) ms were determined for the isotope 196Rn. These valuesare ompatible with those reported in [6℄, where E� = 7492(30) keV andT1=2 = (3+7�2) ms are given for 196Rn.Altogether seven ER��m � �d deay hains, where the mother ativityE� = 7555(13) keV and T1=2 = (3+2�1) ms was followed by daughter ativityE� = 6878(12) keV and T1=2 = (110+70�30) ms, were observed. In additioneleven ER��m��d deay hains where the mother ativity E� = 7536(11)keV and T1=2 = (6+3�2) ms was followed by daughter ativity E� = 7331(11)keV and T1=2 = (15+7�3) ms, were found. Finally, three deay hains, wherethe mother ativity E� = 7555(20) keV and T1=2 = (9+12�4 ) ms was fol-lowed by an ativity with E� = 7364(20) keV and T1=2 = (95+130�60 ) ms, wereidenti�ed. The measured deay properties for the daughter ativities areompatible with those reported for 191Po (see above). Based on these thedeay properties of E� = 7555(11) keV and T1=2 = (5+3�2) ms (195mRn) andE� = 7536(11) keV and T1=2 = (6+3�2) ms (195gRn) an be proposed to belongto the new nulide 195Rn. 4. DisussionThrough systemati study of �-deay hindrane fators HF and reduedwidths Æ2 some struture information on the deaying states an be dedued.As an be seen from the level sheme (Fig. 1) although the �-deay energyof the 13=2+ isomeri state in 191Po is slightly higher than the deay energyof the 3=2� ground state, its half-life is nearly 5 times longer. On the otherhand, the existene of the unhindered (HF = 0.63) deay to the exitedoblate 13=2+ state in 187gPb points to a deformed 13=2+ isomeri state in191Po. This has been interpreted as a weak oupling of the odd neutronto an intruder deformed 0+ state in the even�even ore. The situation isompletely di�erent from the �-deay of the 3=2� ground state in 191Po,where the feeding of the 3=2� isomeri state and the exited 3=2� statehave equal strengths.The hindrane fators determined for 195mRn and 195gRn lead to theonlusion that the �-deays our between states of equal spin, parity andon�guration. Thus the �-deay with the energy 7536 keV originates fromthe 3=2� ground state of 195Rn and the �-deay with the energy 7555 keVoriginates from the 13=2+ isomeri state of 195Rn as illustrated in Fig. 1.The redued �-deay widths for neutron de�ient even-mass Po, Rn andRa isotopes, inluding 196Rn studied in this work, are shown in Fig. 2.The redued �-deay widths of even-mass Po isotopes with neutron num-bers 112�N�126 inrease smoothly with dereasing neutron number. Theredued widths for the ground state to ground state transitions remain on-stant for 190�196Po and derease markedly for 188Po. The reason for this
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Fig. 2. Redued width values for Po, Rn and Ra nulides.is that the �-deays from the ground state to 0+ intruder states in Pb aregetting more favorable. This feature an be seen in Fig. 2 where also re-dued widths for deays between the ground state and two partile two hole�(2p � 2h) proton intruder states are shown. An interpretation has beengiven that the ground states of neutron de�ient Po isotopes starting from194Po are mixed with di�erent on�gurations, spherial �(2p � 0h), oblate�(4p � 2h) (and prolate �(6p � 4h)), and therefore the ground states ofthese nulei are deformed. The redued �-deay widths of even-mass Rnisotopes with neutron numbers of 114�N�126 inrease smoothly with de-reasing neutron number. The redued �-deay width value for 198Rn isslightly higher and the �-deay of 196Rn is learly faster than the smoothbehavior predits. In the latter ase the �-deay ould be onsidered totake plae between the mixed deformed 0+ ground state in 196Rn and mixeddeformed 0+ ground state in 192Po. This is in good agreement with resultsfrom reent -ray studies where the same kind of intruder strutures wereexposed in 198Rn, 194Po, and 192Po [7, 8℄.REFERENCES[1℄ A.N. Andreyev et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 82, 1819 (1999).[2℄ A.N. Andreyev et al., ENPE, Sevilla, Spain, AIP Conf. Pro. 495, 121 (1999).[3℄ A.N. Andreyev et al., submitted for publiation.[4℄ H. Kettunen et al., Phys. Rev. C, to be submitted.[5℄ N. Bijnens et al., Z. Phys. A356, 3 (1996).[6℄ Y.H. Pu et al., Z. Phys. A54, 1 (1997).[7℄ K. Helariutta et al., Eur. Phys. J. A6, 289 (1999).[8℄ R.B. Taylor et al., Phys. Rev. C59, 673 (1999).


